This month’s sets and samplers

The Collected Stories of Mavis Gallant, 100c Signed by Author Mavis Gallant


Set of 7 books in Italian 12€
In great shape, nearly new
Set di 7 libri in italiano 12 €
In gran forma, quasi nuovo

The Speak Easy is a game for learning French idiomatic expressions. The puzzles were published in the FUSAC magazine for 25 years before being compiled into 3 books of more than 150 puzzles total. Play a sample game: https://www.fusac.fr/speak-easy-puzzles/
Set of 3 books: 25€. NEW.

Paris Sampler 32€, 7 books
1. Seven Ages of Paris by Alistair Horne
2. Paris in Store – photos
4. Journal d’un Stranger à Paris by Curzio Malaparte
5. L’Appart: The Delights and Disasters of Making My Paris Home by David Lebowitz
6. Murder Below Montparnasse signed by author Cara Black
7. Best Paris Stories – anthology

Set of 8 books about Fashion 38€
Fiction and non-fiction mix. Titles as shown in the photo

Fantasy Selection 35€, 3 books
1. Gypsies, Tramps and Weeja by Boca, Elie
2. Courting Darkness by Robin Lefevres
Set of 6 books about London 33€
1. Around London with Kids, Fodor's, 9781400005292
2. Comprendre l'Architecture de Londres, Rogers, Chris, 9782035899460
3. London for Children Time Out 978190542364
4. Literary London, Millar, Else; Jordon, Sam, 978-41-78243-504-4
5. London Unfueled Pericola, Matteo 978030517829

Set of 7 books about Paris 33€
1. French Phrase Book & Dictionary, Steves, Rick 9781556915176
2. Paris Mapguide Knopf 0375709533
3. Paris 60 local creatives Citisix 9789881222787
4. Paris a menu reader and guide, Herbach, Andy 9781892975476
5. Paris Movie Walks, Schirmann, Michael 978-1-867140-83-9
6. Monsieur Medecine, Von Sothen, John 978-0-7352-2483-4
7. Bruno Chief of Police Walker, Martin 9781847265964

Set of 7 books about Crime 27€
1. The Perfect Crime Parry, Tom 978-1-907324-59-8
2. Booked Papi, Giacomo 1-58322-717-2
3. Confessions of a Serial Alibi Mcclain Chapman, Asia, 9781682611588
4. The Trial Kadri, Sadakat 0-00-711122-3
5. A Criminal History of Mankind Wilson, Colin, 9780386054864
6. Future Crimes Goodman, Marc 9780552170802

Set #1 of 6 books about writing 33€
1. Published Bolt, Chandler 97815539412335
2. Pulitzer Swenberg, W.A. 9781682611575
3. Lit Rds Miele, Matthew 978-0-7434-7026-1
4. The Sense of Style Pinker, Steven 9780413127796
5. The Glamour of Grammar Clark, Roy Peter 9780316027915
6. Draft No 4 On The Writing Process, McPhee, John 9780374142742

Set of 8 books Irish and Ireland 30€
1. The Great Hunger, Woodham-Smith, Cecil 62111223
2. Celtic Dawn O'Connor, Ulick 0241112451
3. Zoli McCann, Colum 0-297-85224-8
4. Ireland: A Cultural Encyclopedia Brefny, Brian 83 -1533
5. Every Dead Thing, Connolly, John 978-1-44470468-6
6. Ireland Lonely Planet 1-74059-968-3 (not pictured)
7. Ireland Delaney, Frank 978-0-06-056549-3
8. Ballads From the Pubs of Ireland Healy, James N. (not pictured)

Set #2 of 6 books about writing 30€
1. Pep Talks for Writers Faulkner, Grant 9781452161082
2. The Writer's Process Janzer, Anne 9780596068225
3. Eat shoots & leaves Truss, Lynne 97818617976123
4. 642 Things to write About Bronson, PO 9781452105446
5. The Art of Fiction Lodge, David 9780140174926
6. Scratch Writers, Money and the art of making a living, Martin, Manojula, 9781501134579
Travel Sampler 24€, 6 books
1. The Lost Continent, Neither Here Nor There, Bryson, Bill 0436201305
2. My Journey to Lhasa, David-Nicola, Alexandra 0-46008-450-1
3. The Road Within, Travelers’ Tales Guides 1-88211-19-8
4. The Virago Book of Women Travellers, Morris, Mary 9781860492129
5. Riding the Iron Rooster, Theroux, Paul 0-14-011295-2
6. The Middle Passage, Naipaul, V.S. 0-14-00299-6

Parenting Set #4, 25€
1. I Don’t Know How She Does It
2. Les mercredis des petits Parisiens
3. The Everything Parent’s Guide to Positive Discipline
4. Fathering your School-Age Child
5. Real Dads
6. Bilingualism and Franco-American Children
7. Stop Here This is the Place: A Year in Motherhood
8. Mini-Shopaholic - Sophie Kinsella

Children discovery set, ages 8-12, 6 books, 32€
1. Weather, Cosgrove, Brian 0-86318-578-9
2. Superguides Basketball, Mullin, Chris 9780799454263
3. Florence Nightingale, Reef, Catherine 9780544535800
4. Cathedral, Macaulay, David 9780544100008
5. Jacques Cousteau, Man of the Oceans, Greene, Carol, 0-516-04215-7
6. Questions and Answers, Fry, Plantagenet Somerset

Children, ages 8-12, Classics & Animals, 7 books, 32€
1. King of the Wind, Henry, Marguerite 014019418
2. Lieutenant Hornblower, Forester, C.S. 0440439884
3. The Voyages Of Doctor Doolittle, Loo, Hugh 0440228336
4. Oliver Twist, Dickens, Charles 2800603003
5. The Secret Garden, Hodgson Burnett, Frances 9780141321066
6. Cat Stories, Herriot, James 0312113420

Children set 1, ages 8-12, 6 books, 20€

Children set 2, ages 8-12, 6 books, 20€